There are numerous archival sources that enable us to study the history of the hessische Landesbibliothek (hessian state Library) in darmstadt1 during the second World War. only recently have a large number of source materials been discovered that will be presented and analysed for the first time in this paper. archival documents from the official correspondence of the library, original lists made up for the removal of the library holdings, as well as registers, catalogues and interviews with historical witnesses, offer a near-complete view of the events that led to the catastrophe of 1944, when one of the greatest and most valuable historical libraries in germany lost more than two-thirds of its holdings, among them an irreplaceable ancient music collection that testified to three centuries of musical practice at the darmstadt court.
Library Protection and Losses during the Second World War
in treating the losses that occurred in the twentieth century, this paper will shed light on many general facets of knowledge preservation and destruction. after all, unleashing a wave of destruction that dwarfed everything that had come before, the second World War marked a clear turning point in the transmission of the cultural heritage: due to the immense loss of sources, it is often no longer possible to learn anything about the deperdita of former epochs.
The protection of libraries in wars is a topic that has been examined in a more or less attentive fashion throughout the ages. in the early modern period some rulers and private persons brought their libraries to safety in the event of war, thus protecting them against destruction and looting. Two examples can be cited to illustrate this practice. The famous bibliotheca Palatina of heidelberg was brought to rome as booty during the Thirty years' War,2 and during the wars that Louis XiV fought against the territories of the margraves of baden-durlach, the margraves' library was taken to the family palace in basel, where it survived intact.3 after the damage wreaked on libraries in the wars of the nineteenth century (the worst probably being the burning of the bibliothèque Municipale in strasbourg during the Prussian bombardment in 1870) and the destruction of the university Library in Louvain at the very beginning of the first World War by attacking german troops,4 the belligerent powers finally saw the necessity to install commissions charged with protecting museums, libraries and archives in battle zones.5 one of the reasons for the delayed and insufficient preventive measures in germany during the second World War was probably the lack of experience with military actions on german territory during the first World War and the underestimation of the dimensions of modern aerial warfare. by contrast, fascist italy had an excellent centralised library administration that, taking a very pragmatic view of the development of the war, laid the basis for saving national library holdings of great value. 6 Whereas the responsible officials in italy and france began considering and implementing measures to safeguard their libraries at an early stage, in germany the first official statement reflecting these concerns was not
